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Is a unique opportunity for foster care parents and foster
care workers to explore the many complex aspects of the foster
care delivery system.

Is a training program designed to be comprehensive in its
approach to educating those people most important to the
success of foster care.

is specially designed 3 hour sessions to meet the varying
learning and educational needs of foster care providers.

is designed to foster "a partnership of skill" to effect
quality care for families and children in distress.

is offered, in specific levels, as upper-division college
classwork in the Social Work Department done in concert with
the Division of Continuing Education at Colorado State
University.

is a collaborative project with the Colorado Department of
Social Services and supported with funds from Title XV-E and
Colorado State University.
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I NSTRTJCT IONS FOR
THIS MEDMIT-M

FOSTERING FAMILIES offers a unique educational and learning
opportunity for foster care workers and foster care parents.
Unique because this program was designed to meet the identified
needs of those in the foster care system. For example, nodules of
training were designed to be available for shorter in-service
sessions, possibly held in the evenings or on weekend mornings when
parents are most able to attend! The design of each module
promotes a process of understanding and learning concept(s) having
an opportunity to then "experience" what that concept represents,
and then, integrating that learning through sharing of ideas with
group members.

I. .1 -1
- 1,1.1.A is a training session

designed to introduce basic issues related to foster care. Who
does foster care serve? Now are decisions made to place children
in foster care? How do the attitudes we hold influence our
perception of foster care? These types of questions are explored
in the next several hours.

-

The written materials in this module are developed as a series of
lecturettes. By this, it is meant that the substance of concepts
or ideas are presented for reading. The trainers elaborate on the
lecturette as necessary.

Accompanying each section are individual and/or groups exercises
interspersed throughout this manual. Some exercises are intended
for individual exploration while other exercises may be group-
oriented. These practice exercises enhance understanding of the
lecturette material.

* Participants seeking partial university credit for this module
must complete a written assignment; see module section titled
"Assignment For Partial Credit."

1
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GLOSSARY car KEW TERMS

ADOPTION A legal process of taking a child into a family
on a permanent basis. Adoption affords the
child emotional security and the rights of
inheritance.

BIRTH FAMILY The foster child's family or close relatives
including his/her bio-parents, brother,
sisters, grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc. The
term may also refer to non-relattves with whom
the child has had a meaningful relationship
(e.g., long time friend of bio-family).

BIRTH PARENT The foster child's biological parent. This
term is used interchangeably with the term
"natural parent" and "birth parent."

CASE PLAN/ Offer referred to as a service plan. This case
CLIENT plan is a contract (formal, written agreement)
AGREEMENT developed by the foster care worker in

consultation with the family parent(s) whose
child(ren) is placed out of the home. Client
involvement in the development of the case plan
helps the client know what is expected of them
toward regaining custody of their child(ren).
(Also see treatment plan.)

COPING Behavioral and personality patterns employed by
a person to adjust to environmental (i.e.
social, physical, etc.) pressures. This
adjustment process does not alter one's
generally functioning level, but rather allows
a person's functioning to continue with little
or no distress or dis-ease.

ECOLOGICAL A way to understand how people fit in their
APPROACH world; a helping approach that examines social

and institutional systems and those conditions
in the surrounding environment that influence
or impinge on one's personal functioning.

FAMILIES A social group who are highly vulnerable to, or
AT RISE likely to be harmed by social, economic,

physical or environmental circumstance. This
group is more vulnerable because they generally
experience multiple stresses simultaneously.

2
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FOSTER A temporary out-of-home placement program for
FAMILY children who are unable, for a time, to live
CARE with their natural (biological or guardian)

parents. Physical care and a family
environment are inferred in this term, even
when foster care takes the form of group and
residential treatment programs. This placement
program is state legislated and county
operated. There is no income requirement for
this service.

FAMILY The process of returning the foster child(ren)
REUNIFICA- to their natural (biological or guardian)TIM parent(s). This process includes the casework

that will move the family to the level of
appropriate functioning that assesses the
child's natural health, growth and development.

PLACEMENT The assignment and locating of the child(ren)
to a suitable foster family home.

PRE- Those foster care worker actions on behalf of a
PLACEMENT family and the child(ren) that assure that
ACTIVITIES foster care placement is not a first response

to family troubles. These activities include
use of community social services such as
employment programs, family recreation
programs, counseling, parenting classes,
financial counseling programs, and youth-
related services.

SENATE BILL
26

A Colorado law (citation) that mandates the
permanency planning for foster care. This bill
requires pre-placement services for foster
families.

TREATMENT More in-depth written plans describing how thePLAN foster care worker will work with the client(s)
toward a successful outcome. This plan
specifies the "how to's" of the care plan.

3
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1. Identify the different populations whose needs are addressed
through foster care.

2. Identify the variations in needs of those involved in the
foster care process.

3. Show how foster care is a component of supportive family
services.

4. Examine the decisionmaking process in foster care relating
to pre-placement and placement.

5. Direct beginning focus on the tdrth family of the foster
child.

6. Discuss the assessment factors considered prior to
placement, during, and following placement.
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Foster family care serves those families
and children where the normal parenting
process breaks down. This breakdown
occurs from external sources such as
accidents, major illnesses, death, or
incarceration. Internal sources of
breakdown are often multiple problem
situations which might indicate problems
such as mental illness, substance abuse,
chronic illness, or long-term economic
instability. He do know families
experience some of these external or
internal problems yet generally the basic
parentim process remains intact.
However, other families experience such
stress that the parent(s) can no longer
fulfill their basic parenting role
adequately enough to sustain care of
their children. Experts often suggest
that families who are not able to provide
the basic parenting are experiencing
problems coping and adapting to the
stresses in their lives. Other experts
identify the causes of these problems for
families as societal problems such as
economic inequality, inadequate social
services to meet family needs, and social
disorganization and alienation.

Foster family care serves parents, their
children, and society because foster care
addresses the implicit expectations that
parents will regain their parenting role.
Generally, it should be understood that
the family or origin and the foster
child(ren) understand that this service
is a temporary response for meeting their
family distress. In cases where
parenting remains inadequate, children
are not likely to return to their birth
parent, and, adoption or long-term foster
care are sought.

5 1 1

gralla-ar--Maxigual
=Amity
Discuss how children
and youth get into
foster care and
other out-of-home
placement options.
Identify specific
social familial
and economic
problems, if
possible.

hasixitx_lex_in_Xeux
gammunity: Find out

1) the number of
children
2) the number of
families served, and
3) the number of
foster families
available in the
county.
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Placement of children in foster families
does not initially imply adoption or
long-term, out-of-home placement. The
determination for long-term out-of-home
care, whether adoption is a decision or
not, is made only after significant
attempts at resolving family disease.

Birth families are served in this foster
care process by identifying family
strengths and rebuilding the family unit.

National data from 1905 indicates
approximately 274,000 children were in
some type of out-of-home placement on the
reporting date. Nore current statistics
are unavailable though some experts
believe there is a rise of children in
foster care due to better reporting of
child abuse and neglect.

Data maintained by the Colorado State
Department of Social Services indicates
that approximately 4,400 children were in
out-of-home placements in Colorado as of
February, 1988. Approximately 45percent
of these children were in a foster home
setting; others were in group care
arrangements.

It appears that foster care serves
another function that is less clearly
identified. This is the function of
absorbing newly emerging social problems
experienced by families and their
children. For example/ foster care
became a vehicle for a child-in-need
while the courts decided on the facts of
Baby M in New York. Another difficult
issue facing foster care divisions is the
care of AIDS infants. The key issue here
is that foster care is a system
continually responding to a changing
society and a changing family.

See the article that
follows, "Will You
Be my Mother?" from
NOMMeglif MAY 9,
1988.
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The nearly 50 foster children wlx) have passed through JoAnn and Jim
Miller's home were the walking wounded: victims of neglect or abuse
by their families and sometimes also of a child-welfare system that
can seem worse than the ills it tries to cure. Eight-year-old
Elizabeth's previous foster family had given up on her after she
killed a kitten. A victim of sexual abuse by her father, she
refused to wear underwear and exposed herself on the school bus.
Chris was a precociously independent six-year-old used to looking
after himself and his brother when his nether left the house for
days at a time: he had a hard time being part of a family. An
inexperienced caseworker insisted that 13-year-old Tammy be taken
away from the Millers and returned to her stepfather, who then
sexually abused her.

The Millers have seen shocking things in the 15 years that they
have been foster parents but the doors of their Elkhart, Indiana
home have remained open to youngsters who need help. "I want the
children to feel they are loved no matter what." says JoAnne 35.
She and her husband, a 37-year-old aircraft mechanic are among the
approximately 200,000 foster families in this country. They form
a vital link in the foster-care system. Children end up in foster
care for a variety of reasons: the most common is abuse or neglect.
Social-service agencies place them with the foster families or in
institutions and group homes. While the larger facilities way be
appropriate for children with particular problems, most kids want
to feel they are still part of a family even if it isn't their own.
"You want to be able to call someone 'Mom' and 'Dad'," says Eric
Brettschneider, a consultant and former New York City deputy
commissioner for human resources. "You don't want to feel like
you're Little orphan Annie."

In the last few years the job of the foster parent has become
increasingly difficult. Spurred by changes in federal law and a
widespread movement for reform of the foster-care system, child-
welfare agencies in many parts of the country have made a greater
effort to help natural families stay together. The theory is that
children should be separated from their parents only in severe
cases of neglect or abuse. As a result children who do end up in
foster care often come from the very worst home situations. In
some cities, there has been an increase in the number of children
who are separated from their families because the parents abuse
drugs or alcohol. These children can have serious emotional and
physical problems. A shortage of foster families has meant that
many foster parents are overburdened. The last several years have
seen increased reports of abuse by foster parents who are either
unqualified or unable to handle children's special needs. Marcia
Robinson Lowry, director of the American Civil Liberties Union's
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Children's Rights Project, says too many foster children go frombeing "neglected by their parents to being neglected by strangers."
Even under the best of circumstances, foster parents must maintain
a precarious balance between providing love and yet not becoming sodeeply attached that letting go becomes unbearable. Poster care issupposed to be a temporary solution. In recent years, according to
Toshio Tatara of the American Public Welfare Association, over halfof the more than 250,000 children annually in foster care have beeneventually reunited with their natural families; an additional 10percent were adopted. In general, a child's chances of beingreturned to his parents diminish with each year that he is infoster care, says Lowry.
Holding on: In many cases, that natural parents still maintainsome contact and good foster parents are sensitive to thechildren's need to feel connected to their families during the
separation. Jo Ann Miller remembers one pitifully abused 18-month-old baby who weighed only 14 pounds and had a broken arm and abruised body. Yet the baby reached out to her mother when she cameto visit although she held on to Jo Ann tightly as well. Jo Anntries to work with the natural parent although she often feelsangry about the way they treat the children. On four-year-old boyrefused to turn five because his mother hadn't given him a party.Jo Ann finally gave his mother a cake mix so his life could go on.Another child fell asleep with his chin on the windowsill waiting
for his father-who showed up three days later. The success storiesmake it worthwhile. One drug-addicted couple spent four yearskicking their habit before they got their children back. Says
Jo Ann: *Four years is nothing if it works."
Poster parents have recently suffered from a generally negative
public perception the many of them are in it only for the money.
But social workers say that although there are some people who take
in kids just to get the stipends (which generally run from about $5
to $12 a day for children without special needs), the money is
usually barely enough to cover the cost of feeding and clothing a
child. More often, people become foster parents out of altruism.
"The vase majority of foster parents see this as part of theirlife's work," says Jim Lardie, president of the Association ofChild Advocates. "They say that this is what they were put on
earth to do."

The Millers became foster parents when they thought they wouldn't
be able to have children. Although they now have five children of

8 1 4
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their own and have adopted two former foster children, they have
never stopped taking in foster children and the household now
includes three. Jim says that the guiding principle of the
disparate clan is: "Treat the foster children like you own." The
rules are the same for everybody, and all the children have regular
chores and responsibilities. Larry Mandt, a psychologist who has
worked with two of the Millers° foster children, says living in a
solid family setting was more therapeutic that weekly counseling
sessions. After three years with the Millers, Elizabeth, the
little girl who had been so unmanageable when she first arrived,
had become an integral part of the Millers° extended family. It
wasn't easy; there were many angry confrontations and tears and
hugs afterward. But the combination of love and structure worked.
There were tears in everyone's eyes when she left for an adoptive
home where she could be with her older brothers.

For many foster parents, getting through the complex child-welfare
system can be as daunting as handling troubled children.
Understaffed agencies often don't have the resources to provide the
support services and training programs that parents need. Some
experts think that more specialized foster care would help; parents
could be trained to handle children with specific emotional or
physical problems. A multilayered system is another approach, says
Theodore Stein, a professor of social policy at the State
University of New York. Certain foster parents could be targeted
to receive children for short-term stays; other parents would
receive only youngsters who were likely candidates for eventual
adoption.

Staying Together: Keeping children out of foster care in the first
place is the long-term goal of many children's advocates. A number
of innovative programs aimed at family preservation have been
started in the last few years. At Kingsley Rouse in New Orleans,
for example, families receive intensive counseling for six to eight
weeks in an effort to get them through an immediate crisis--such as
loss of housing--that might have split up the family. Maude lle
Davis, the assistant executive director, says that of the 90
families served by the program since late 1985, 94 percent are
still together.
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Even with such programs, there is still a great demand for foster
care. Reports of child abuse and neglect have increased
dramatically in the past decade; not all of those cases can be
solved through crisis counseling. The children's cries for help
are what keep abAnn Miller in the foster-care system despite all
the problems. She remembers a visit to a huge residential
institution. One girl, a 10-year-old named Kathy, still haunts
her. Kathy stood at the door and asked all the women who entered:
"Are you a mother? I had a mother once. Will you be my mother?"
As hard as it is to say yes to a troubled child, sometimes it hurts
more to say no.

Barbara Kantrowitz with Patricia King in Elkhart, Indiana.
NEWSWEEK: MAY 9, 1988
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The problems of children and their
families have many responses in society.
Prior to the placement of a child(ren)
out of the home, the family has probably
been involved in a wide array of support
service options. The term "families at
risk" has been adopted to identify this
group.

Chart fl illustrates housing, health,
income and economic, and remediation
service options along with socialization,
counseling, and parenting support service
options for these "families at risk."
Many community organizations have set up
programs for "families at risk" as a
preventative measure to further
deterioration.

Removing children from their homes, the
fostering process, has often been a first
response to a family's problem where
children are seen at risk. Significant
research in the 50s, 60s, and 700 showed
this to be generally true. With the
enactment of more recent legislation
involving families and children including
Colorado's Senate Bill 26, the focus has
shifted to a community-based or in-home
first response, with out-of-home
placements reserved for imminent danger,
emergencies, and a response only after
significant pre-placement activities have
occurred.

LaiiLUWALiatutdla:

Using Chart 11,
identify which
services actually
exist in your
community. You can
use your telephone
directory to help
you.

IndixiguaLActixity:

See chart on next
page, also, see
chart entitled
"Support Service
Options for Families
at Risk" by Sr. Mary
Paul Janchill.
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Permanency planning, as mandated by the
federal government in the Child Welfare
and Adoption Assistance Act of 1980, says
that reasonable efforts must be made by
the State to prevent out-of-home
placement of a child by offering other
services. Once a placement has been
made, efforts must be directed towards
reunification of the family. If attempts
at reunification are unsuccessful, then
the State must develop e permanency plan
for the child often involving long-term
foster care or termination of parental
rights and adoption.

12

Group_Am_Inglimidual
Activity:

Consider what
feelings might arise
when a child does
not know where s/he
will be living the
next day.
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I A REPRESENTATION OF SERVING FAMILIES-AT-RISK

I COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES

I TO FAMILIES AT RISK

IISSUES FOR
FOCUS
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EDUCATION
ECONOMICS
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SOCIAL

OPEN CHILD
WELFARE CASE

PREPLACEMENT SERVICES

FOSTER CARE
PLACEMENT SERVICES

PERMANENCY PLANNING
FOR CHILDREN

AT RISK

CASE PLAN

TREATMENT
PLAN

POST FOSTER CARE SERVICES
TO FAMILY AND CHILD

LONG TERM FOSTER CARE

ADOPTION/SUBSIDIZED ADOPTION
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CHART 12

Services to Children
and

Their Families

east Intrusivel likst Intrusive)

Teaching Protective Services Day Care Emergency Foster Family institutional Termination of
Parenting Counseling Services Foster Care Care Parental
Skills Services Care Group Home Rights

Care Adoption

W
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Support Service Opdons for Families at Risk

Indivklual or group approaches
to problem modification by
direct involvement of worker
wilts child, linkage with special
school. tutoring: activity group;
etc.

QilkI and adolescent beefily
clinic services: family physician.

paliani or inpatient
resources: ptdalic health nursing
or whet in.home consultation,
adaptIve equipment and
prosthetic devices. els.

Advocacy andtor escort lob- 01.
finding; or training stipend: on. vPcpce"
thelob training program linkage:
help with income supports such
as food stamps. Medicaid. SSI;
budget management assistance;
other advocacy.

Casework with individual parents
or couples; family WOWS: family
life educalion cliscusskats:
marriage seminars: pastoial
counseling; M or special
counseling, etc.

FAMILY

ode

Tenant advocacy linkage:
maintenance end (spoke
planning: landlordnelghbor
tension resokstion; housing
retocation for Ma:lifted Waco
and environmental supports:
mortgage financing; other.

School, agency. or community.
based piognuns of iscreation.
camping. hips, inteiest and
hobby building. shared home .
wink, parttime work
experiences.

nespite provisions: homemaker
services; foster grandparent
rotemodeling end summit:
release of possibilities for
extended family Involvement;
other, such as family day care.

Adult and family recreational
and social oPPoiluniOns
enhancement; direct services or
linkage: adult education and
advancement groups.

Stamm Sr, Mary Paul Jukkiff. Gadditws frf DethimMaking inf Chill 114we. New York: Ilsunan
Services Workshops, 1901, r. 13. 2 3
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Building a System of Care
for Children, Youth, and

Families-at-Risk in
Your Communities

Ingtructions for Group Activity

Divide into groups of 4-6 people. Spend 10-15 minutes in the group
exercist,, Have one group work on Activity A and a different grouop
work on Activity B. When in the large group again, describe what
the group developed.

A. Design below a system that utilizes the =kiting resources of
your community toward supporting a family with children-at-
risk. Use the Janchill chart to help you.

B. Design another system to support older youth (14-10 who lack
supportive systems using the Janchill chart if helpful.

:?4
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Some children are placed in foster care
due to an emergency that has no
alternative but temporary, out-of-home
placement. Other children are removed
from their home after determination of
need.

Each state in the US has specific laws
and governing regulations that describe
the requirements for removing a child
from their home.

mummantimmummusa_a_mav
The goal of assessment is to provide
information about the situation which can
lead to the formulation of a treatment or
case plan. In performing an assessment,
it is necessary to identify and rate the
severity of different problems.
Important factors (both assets and
detriments) which are related to each of
these problem areas should be included in
the assessment.

The process of assessment should answer
the following three questions:

10 What specific action is needed in
order for the parents to resume care of
their child or assist in developing a
permanency plan for the child?
2) What barriers (susceptible to
modification by a social worker, the
parents, or others) are preventing such
action?
3) What specific services or
interventions would prove effective in
overcoming those barriers?

ramp_im_Indimigual
ActiAtx:

Examine Chart 04 j

"Ecological Approach
to AssessingChildren's
Difficulties in
Psychosocial
Functioning."

Caseworker
xnuvidual Activity:

Supportive material
to this section can
be found in the
Colorado State
Manual, Volume 7,
Section 7.802.42.
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Cxiter.iLigLautzafrliamiLilamanat
Each state enacts the basic criteria for
protecting children. In order for
children to be removed from their home of
origin, the child(ren) must be either
without caretakers, in need of medical
care, out-of-control of their parent(s),
or in danger or hurting themselves or
others. The Colorado Out-of-Home
Placement Criteria is presented in Box 1.

PlaramentStptim
When the decision to remove a child has
been made, the next step is to identify
the type of placement for the child(ren)
in need. These options include:

1) Family foster care or relative care.

This type of placement is considered
least detrimental because the child(ren)
is placed in the home of wither a
relative or a licensed foster home
family. Foster homes are limited in the
numbers of children they can have at any
one time.

2) Day treatment.

This type of placement promotes a
connectedness to the biological family by
placing the child(ren) in a specialized
6-8 hour program of the home. Day
treatment may be used with seriously
disabled infants and children or
medically ill children.
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hatixity:
Sox 1, "Out-of-Home
Placement Criteria"
is the current
criterion for
eligibility into
foster care in the
State of Colorado.
Read through these
carefully.
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3) Group home placement.

Usually a placement option for pre-teens
or teenagers. Group homes are
specialized homes that house usually no
more than 6-8 youth in a residence.
Often, youth placed in group homes are
seen as less likely to succeed in a
foster home setting.

4) Residential child care facility
(RCCF).

This setting incorporates group living
with a psycho-social treatment model.
Youth in these settings have emotional
and behavioral problems where
professionally trained health, mental
health, and social work providers are
required.

* Summarized from Horejsi, C.R. A.V. Dertsche, and F.W. Clark.
IL:

Charles C. Thomas, 1981, pp. 127-128.
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Ecological Approach to Assessing
Children's Functioning

I. Assessment of Current Problem/Crisis Situation

- What facilitated current breakdown of system?

- Why now?

II. Exploration of Current Environment Including Available
Resources (Eco-Nap Type Process)

- Are these resources in community?

- What social systems does family/child relate with?

III. Assessment of Family Functioning and Family Resources

- What resources exist in family?

- What are communication patterns?

- Is there congruence in family roles, relationships, and
responsibilities?

IV. Indepth Psychosocial Assessment of Child or Children in
Problem/Crisis Situation

- Psychological strengths

- Social skills

- Relationship skills

- Physical development

- Institutional involvement

V. Extrapolation and summarization of Parts I through V

VI. Projected plan of action

20
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Formulation of Case Plan/Client
Agreement/Treatment Plan

Case plans/client agreements are
formalized Activity:
documents that:

1. Identify the problems which have
brought the child/family into the
paacement system.

2. Assign and coordinating resources
to address the identified problems.

3. Establish criteria to measure
resolution of the problems.

4. Establish time frames for
accomplishing these goals for both
the parents and child. In addition,
the plan provides the framework for
decisions relating to treatment
needs and agency-policy
requirements.

Treatment plans are different from
case plans in that they *remora in-
depth, written documents that
specify the methods the worker will
employ to actually meet the case
plan/client agreement.

Modifications in treatment plans are
necessary and often frequent in
order to recognize new issues which
arise in serving families in
distress or refocus services to
different problem areas, and/or
adjust treatment processes to both
positive and negative case progress.

22
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Examine Chart 5, "What
are the Characteristics
of a Good Service
Agreement?

firgup Exerctaft:

Examine Box 2. This is
an excerpt from the
Colorado regulations.
Then review ',Case Plan
for Management.
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'CHART #
What are the Characteristics
of a Good Service Agreement?

A checklist is a useful method of evaluating the quality of a
service agreement or contract used with the parents of a child in
foster care. If the contract is a good one, yes will be the answer
to the following questions:

Was the agreement negotiated at the time of placement?
Is the agreement in writing?
Has the agreement been dated and signed by all persons
affected by the agreement (e.g. parents, child, social worker,
foster parents)?
Does everyone affected by the plan have a copy of the
agreement?
Was the agreement mutually negotiated and did the parents
actively contribute to the process of deciding what went into
the agreement?
Was the negotiation process open and honest and free of
coercion?
Is the language clear and simple; can two or more people agree
on the meaning of all words and statements?
Do the target problems selected for resolution have a clear
and direct relationship to the achievement of permanency for
the child in foster care?
Does the agreement explain the need for permanency?
Do the parents understand how the target problem(s) is related
to permanency and why the problem(s) stands in the way of
restoration?
Were the parents involved in the definition and selection of
the target problem(s)?
Is the target problem(s) so serious that restoration will be
impossible unless the problem(s) is resolved?
If the target problem(s) is not resolved, would the child be
harmed if returned to the parents?
Does the agreement encourage and facilitate visitation?
Does the agreement provide for ongoing assessment and
renegotiation, if necessary?
Are the expectations of and objectives for the parents
realistic and achievable within the time frame?
Do parents and the worker agree not only on what the
problem(s) is but on how the problem(s) can be resolved?
Do the expectations and objectives identified in the
agreement reflect an awareness of and a respect for the
parents' cultural and religious values and family tradition?

23 3 1
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Do the expectations and objectives identified in the
agreement reflect and awareness of and a respect for basic
parental rights and responsibilities?
Are the objectives for and expectations of the child, foster
parents, social workers, and others affectmlby the agreement
clearly described and realistic?
Does the agreement call for small step-by-step movement toward
a desired outcome rather than a large, dramatic, or complete
change in behavior or situation?
Are the expectations of other agencies, professionals, and
community resources clearly described and realistic?
Does the agreement build upon the parents/ assets and
strengths?
Is there a clear time lindt and time line for the achievement
of each task and objective?
Is there provision for a team review of progress toward the
objective?
Is there a clear statement of the consequences if objectives
are not met?
Do the parents understand that court action or the termination
of parental rights is a possible consequence if failure to
reach the goals and objectives outlined in the service
agreement?
Is the service agreement positive in the sense of what the
parents should do rather that what they should not do?
Does the service agreement include, where possible, the
utilization and participation of informal resources and
natural helpers form the parents/ own network of family,
friends, groups, or organizations?
Has the parents° attorney had an opportunity to participate
in the development of the service agreement?
Does the research and professional literature indicate that
the specific methods of intervention described in the
agreement are the ones most likely to succeed?
Is there an agreed upon and objective method of measuring
the parents' progress toward the goals and objectives?
Does the agreement reflect and attitude of hopefulness,
encouragement, and helpfulness rather than pessimism and
an expectation of failure?

Source: Horejsi, C.R.1 A.V. Bertsche and F.W. Clark. 50041
I 2

IL: Charles C. Thomas Publisher, 1981, pp. 131-133.
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The county social service staff
shall assure that services
provided and/or purchased on
behalf of an eligible recipient
are in pertordance with a
current, individualizedwritten
case plan/client agreement.
The case plan shall be recorded
on the state prescribed client
agreement form (contract) for
all clients except for
protection cases where lack of
cooperation may preclude client
participation. In those
instances where there is no
worker/client agreement, there
shall be documentation to
support the absence of an
agreement, and case plan
content as applicable to the
program area involved.

CLIENTAGREEMENT :
The individual, family, and
provider of services shall in
all instances where applicable,
be involved in the development
of the case plan to assure an
understanding of what is
expected of all parties.
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The Case Plan/Client Agreement
shall include the following;

A. Specific problems to be addressed.
B. Goals to be achieved.
C. Short term objectives (reasonabae attainable during
agreement period).
D. What the client is expected to do.
E. What the agency is expected to do.
F. Time frame for achieved goals and objectives.
G. Provision that client contact shall occur at minimum once
per month.
H. Agency's action in the event of non-performance of the
client.
1. Client/worker signature of the Agreement/Contract.
J. Shall contain the termination date of the
Agreement/Contract.

INELZHENTATIOLIZaliESULILfill
The worker shall assure
fulfillment of all agency
responsibilities as outlined in
the Case Plan/Client Agreement.

The caseworker shall intervene
when it appears that any party
is having problems in meeting
the case plan objectives by:

A. Helping resolve or reduce the problems
B. Modifying the case plan, or
C. Terminating services

Source: Thfilmactigajuing. social Services
Rules, Colorado Department of Social Services, undated
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EXAMPLE: TRUTMENT/CASE PLAN
PRE-DISPOSITIONAL PLAN*

Instructions: Using this case plan, examine the general
organization of the plan, its clarity, the types of tasks that need
to be understood for the parent(s), to achieve reunification.

TO: DISTRICT COURT

RE: CLIENT NAME:
RZSIDENCE:

CHILDREN:

RESIDENCE:

JOHN COLLINS (SPOUSE WHEREMOUTS UNKNOWN)
15 1ST PLACE, TOWN, COLORADO

PAUL (12/1/83) 3 1/2
ALEX (1/4/84) 2 1/2

CHILDREN IN CUSTODY COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICES
FAMILY FOSTER CARE

This plan should be considered a
this date, the family has not been
problem areas requiring attention.
to allegations only.

pre-dispositional plan. As of
evaluated to determine specific
Current information is related

Area One: aNTALAEALMAgazuran

1. The family should be evaluated for treatment and expected to
follow through on treatment if determined necessary.

County Mental Health can provide this service on a sliding
scale. Medicaid will cover the costs of evaluation for the
children.

Results of the evaluation will determine treatment needs of
family. Modifications will be made to plan based on results.

Area Two: DRUG AVID ALCOHOL WALUATION

1. A drug and alcohol evaluation will be required due to
allegations of substance abuse. Parent expected to follow
through on treatment if determined necessary.

The A/C Center can provide evaluation and treatment. Parent
is responsible for making necessary arrangements.

Results of the evaluation will determine treatment needs.
Modifications will be made to plan based on results.

* Prior to family evaluation to determine specific problem areas.
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Area Three: piaREELEDWATISRUMIP

1. Based on allegations of neglect to children, parent must
demonstrate commitment to these children by participating
in parenting education classes.

Parent will attend a minimum of 12-weeks of parent education
classes. The Fostering Families program is a local program
though others exist in the area. The children will be present
for these classes.

At the end of the twelve weeks, a written evaluation of
parenting competence will be made by program staff.

criteria for success: A favoratae written evaluation from
program that indicates significant improvement in parenting
and that attendance is no longer required.

Area Four: VISITATION WITH CHILDREN

1. Because of allegations of neglact of children, family
visitation initially will be limited and controlled.

Visits must be weekly.
Parent must notify the caseworker 24 hours in advance to
set up weekly visits.
Parent must notify the caseworker 24 hours in advance for
cancellations.
Parent must be responsible for calling caseworker if going
to be more than 15 minutes late for a visit.

crIteria for Increased visits: Continuation and increase of
visits will depend upon: 1) the children's physical and
emotional responses on visits, 2) the parent's ability to
demonstrate better care and nurturance of children on visits,
and 3) the parent's physical and emotional responses on
visits.

criteria for slaccess: Parent will provide nurturance to
children, demonstrate an ability to respond to the children's
expressed needs, and demonstrate readiness to provide the
appropriate housing to move toward reunifying the family,
and demonstrate the ability to provide adequate care and
safety for the children.
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Area Five:

1. The parent is responsible for maintaining at lease monthly
contact with the caseworker. This involves scheduling monthly
appointments with the caseworker and cooperating with the
caseworker around any home and office visits initiated by the
caseworker.

Parent is responsible to notify the caseworker ten (10) days
in advance of changes in residency, employment, telephone
numbers, etc.

The parent must provide information releases as requested by
the caseworker for the purpose of monitoring the case.

The parent is responsible tor demonstrating a willingness and
motivation to work toward the successful reunification with the
children. This can be demonstrated through 1) the initiative
made by the parent to seek information regarding possible
resources that may help, 2) adking questions that help the
parent better understand what needs to be done, 3) building
an adequate communication process with the caseworker.

criteria for success: Parent will demonstrate motivation and
a willingness to progress through the treatment plan,
demonstration the responsibilities as a parent to the children
through cooperation and contact with the caseworker.

This plan will be modified and further formalized after evaluations
by mental health and the alcohol and substance abuse professionals.

This matter should be set for further review in ninety (90) days.

Respectful ly submitted,

Caseworker

37
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1. Foster family care serves those families where the normal parenting
process breaks down.

2. Foster family care serves parents And children because the parents
of foster child(ren) are generally expected to regain their
parenting role.

3. Society expects parent to be responsible for their family members.
Foster care is a community response to times when parents cannot
fulfill this responsibility.

4. Removing children from their homes, the foster process, has often
been a first response to a family's problem where children are seen
at risk. Now removing children is seen as a response to family
problems only after other local community resources and personal
resources have been exhausted. This shift emphasized the use of
foster care as part of a problem solving process instead of an
initial and final approach.

5. Foster care responds to society's changing social needs. There
fore, foster care is a constantly changing system.

6. The problems of children and their families have many responses in
society. Prior to becoming a foster child, the family has probably
been involved in a wide array of support service options.

7. The assessment of families-at-risk involves studying the many
environmental familial and personal factors contributing to family
disruption. State guidelines provide a general criteria for
placing children out-of-the-home.

O. Developing case plans involves identifying problems, setting goals,
and establishing the criteria that measures success.

3 S
30
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On foster care pre-placement activities:

"Social Work Practice and Foster Care: Pre-placement Activities,"
written by Shirley Fish located in CjIild Welfare: A source Book of
Engwledge and Practice, edited by Frank Weidman. NY: Child
Welfare League of America, 1984.

On preparing written case plan/service contracts:

"Written Service Contracts," in Zegbagues_jinsLaujilaine
social Work yractiCe by Bradford W. Sheafor, Charles and Gloria
Hoerjsi. MS: Allyn and Bacon, 1988, pp. 310-315.
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Colorado State University
Application for Partial Credit

Module No.: SW

Name:

Address:

Soc. Sec. #:

Phone:

(city) (state) (zip)

Grading: Pass/Fail (unless otherwise requested)

The Social Work Department at Colorado State University will grant university
credit for each six different modules of training completed. Applications for
credit must be mode t the Time of Each Module Training ONLY. All work
carried out in the modules must meet general academic standards of Colorado
State. Written materials must be submitted and receive satisfactory grading
for credit to be awarded. These applications will be held until the applicant
completes his/her sixth module training. At this point, s/he will be able to
formally register through the Division of Continuing Education for I credit
hour. One credit hour of these modules costs $90.

32
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ACT INT I WY FOR.EPARTIAI., CREDIT
Creating a Case Plan

Instructions.=

Using the format of the case treatment plan on page 24, create a
similar case plan for a young person you know. Change the name(s)
to protect the identity of the people.

When completed, mail to:

Mona S. Schatz, DSW
Colorado State University
Social Work Department
FOSTERING rAmilms
202 Eddy Building

Fort Collins, CO 80523
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EIVALUAT I ON SY PART I C I PANTS

The following items are designed to assess your satisfaction wi
the training as well as the effectiveness of the training desi

and materials. Please use the following scale and circle yo

response.

1 - not well addressed in the training
2 - not as adequately addressed as necessary
3 - adequate; given sufficient attention
4 - well addressed in the training
5 - very well addressed in the training

Not Well Very Well
Addressed Addressed

1. Identify the different populations
whose needs are addressed through
foster care 1 2

2. Identify Lhe variations in needs of
those involved in the foster care
process 1 2

3. Show how foster care is a component
of supportive family services 1 2

4. Examine the decision-making process
in foster care relating to pre-
placement and placement 1 2

5. Direct beginning focus on the birth
family of the foster child .. 1 2

6. Discuss the assessment factors
considered prior to placement,
during, and following placement

34 42
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B. The following items relate to program aspects of the training module. Please

rate these items on the following scale. Any additional comments are welcome

in the space provided after the question.

1 - Very Poor
2 Poor
3 - Adequate

4 Good
5 - Very Good

Very Very

Poor Poor Adequate Good Good

1. The length of the training 1 2 3 4 5

(Was the material covered in the

time allotted?)

2. Usefulness of training manual 1 2 3 4 5

3. Participant responsiveness
1 3 4 5

4. Your ability to participate

expressing your ideas, feelings.

and concerns
1 2 3 4 5

5. 'Your interest 'In the traininc

session
,
.. 3 4 5

6. Your comprehension c the material

presented
1 2 3 4 5

COMMENTS: Please be specific:

C. We are interested in your feedback about our trainer. co-trainer(s). With

this feedback we can continue to improve our sessions.

1 . Totally inadequate and ineffective

2 - Generally inadequate and ineffective

3 - About half and half

4 - Usually adequate and effective

5 - Highly adequate and effective

Totally
ineffective/

11140114
Effestivm/

Inadequate 0 Adequate

1. Knowledge/mastery of the

subject matter
1 2 3 4 5

2. Preparation
1. 2 3 4 5

1.1

3. Ability to communicate 1 2 3 4 5

4. Style of presentation
1 2 3 4 5

5. Enthusiasm/interest in

subject matter
1 2 3 4 5

6. Overall performance
1 2 3 4 5

7. Ability to facilitate 1 2 3 4 5
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S. In general, what would you identify as the strengths of trainer(s)?

0. In general, what would you identify as the deficiencies of
trainer(s)?

D. The training setting is obviously an important aspect of a sessions
success. We are interested in your feedback regarding the location,
room. etc., and again welcome any comments or suggestions.

Very Very
Poor Poor Adequate Good Good

1. Setting appropriate for
concentration. i.e..
distraction. noise.
temperature. 1 2 3 4

2. Setting conducive for
participation.

COMMENTS: Please be specific:

1 2 3 4 5

.41....,1=11.1111

E. Overall Comment: What could have been done differently to make the
training sessions more beneficial or helpful to you? (Please use back
of page if necessary).
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E. DIRECTIONS: Please fill in all blanks with information where needed or
circle the correct number where several choices are provided an the neat
two pages.

1. Last 4 fps of Social Security # ...mil ammo mM111

2. Circle correct role: 1. worker 2. foster parent
3. Other (please specify)

3. Date
.41MM onilm. MEM.

4. County

MINI.11

5. Circle gender: 1. Hale 2. Female

6. Circle racial background: L. Hispanic
2. Slack. not of

Hispanic origin
3. Asian-American

I. Age

4. American Indian
5. Mite. not of

Hispanic origin
6. Other:

8. Are you (please circle one): 1. Married 2. Separated 3. Single

9. Number of birth & adopted female children

10. Number of birth & adopted male children

11. Circle age group of
birth & adopted
children:

1. all under 5
2. all under 10
3. all under 15
4. all under 18

5. all over 18
6. some under 18 &

others over 18
7. none

12. Highest level of formal education: (please circle one)

1. some high school
2. high sdhool graduate
3. some college

4. college graduate
5. Master's degree or higher

13. Within the past year. 'nave you participated in any other foster care
training other than Colorado State's Fostering Families?

1. yes 2. no

Thank you for your help! Your feedbadk is important for our continuing
improvement of the Fostering Families project.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO THE NUT PAGE



F. DIRECTIONS: Finally! Complete only the section which refers to you as
either a Foster Care Parent or Foster Care Worker.

FOSTER CARE PARENT SECTION

',;liat type of agency are You employed or licensed through?

1. County Department of Social Services 4. Indian/Tribal
2. Private Child Placing Agency J. Other (please specify)

(please specify)
3. Both County Department of Social

Services and Private.

15. Total q of children presently in home

16. Number of foster female children

17. Number of foster male children

18. Circle age group of 1. all under 5 6. some under 18 &
foster children: 2. all under 10 some over 18

!, all under 15 no children now
... 411 'alder IS not vet foster parents
5. 411 over IS other

1.; at lt,ast one parent in the home providini; parenting and supervision?
I. Yes 2. No, rarent(s) nave work responsibilities outside ot the home.

20. Length of involvement as foster family: years

21. Number of foster children for which licensed

22. Total number of foster children since being a foster parent

,:ircle general age groups of foster children you have served:

I. 0 24 mos. 4. 0 - 18 years
2. 1 - 6 years 5. 0 - 21 years
3. 0 - 12 years 6. short term/emergency

FOSTER CARE WORKER SECTION

24. ',4hat type of agency are you employed or licensed through?

1. County Department of Social Services 3. Indian/Tribal
2. Private Child Placing Agency 4. Other

(please specify) (please specify)

25. Are you currently employed as a foster care worker? 1. Yes 2. No

:6. Length of time in current agency years

7. Current title: 1. Caseworker
2. Caseworker II
3. Caseworker III
4, Supervisor I

5, Supervisor II
6. Foster Case Trainer
7. Other (specify)

28. Length of time in current position years

29. Length of time in protective services/foster care unit years

. 38
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